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Prepared by Technical Sergeant Francis R. Hickey

[When this month's diary was submitted to Wing HQ on March 17, 1945 it was preceded by the 
following paragraph which demonstrates the ferocity of the German defenses in what came to be 
known as the Battle of the Brenner.  The German armies in Northern Italy were dug in with their backs 
to the Italian Alps.  The only path of resupply (or of escape) was the Brenner Railroad Line through the
Brenner Pass.  U.S. and British infantry took such heavy losses when attempting to push the Germans 
out that it was decided to try and force surrender by destroying their supply line through the Brenner 
rather than by frontal ground assault.  In the final months of the war in Europe when ground 
operations were winding down elsewhere, the losses to the 57th Bomb Wing were increasing.] 

Enemy defenses were stronger along the Brenner than ever before, and consisted of anti-aircraft fire 
and smoke pots, enemy aircraft being a negligible factor.  The 340th suffered its heaviest losses in men 
and planes, 37 men being lost as missing in action, six aircraft missing, and 11 men wounded.  The 
most costly mission was flown 25 February against the Vipiteno railroad bridge on the Brenner line.  
Three planes of the 489th squadron were missing at the conclusion of the operation, two of which were 
seen to crash after being disabled by flak.  The third was under control when last seen and apparently 
headed for Switzerland.

Guns along the Brenner Line



February 1, 1945

Stand-down today... The Russian drive into Brandenburg has assumed spectacular proportions.  Troops 
are now reliably reported within 40 miles of Berlin and a great massing of Russian troops on the Oder 
river in the vicinity of Frankfurt threatens the Nazis with a final smash into the capital city once the 
river is crossed in that sector.

February 2, 1945

The targets today were Chiusaforte west rail bridge and the two very small bridges in the Lavis rail 
diversion.  Chiusaforte was well hit, if not partially destroyed, and the trackage and fill on the other 
targets were cratered... A few advance men left Alesan for our new airfield at Rimini to do spadework 
tasks connected with the establishment of the 340th there.  Reports have come  back to us that the 
Germans have been strafing and bombing the airfields in the Rimini sector.  The fields are covered with
snow at the present time and beneath the snow is said to be some of Italy's worst mud, which is saying 
a lot.

February 3, 1945

Colonel Bennett, group executive officer; Major Bunch [Howard P. Bunch], 489th squadron executive 
officer; Captain Whitcomb, assistant group bombing officer, and Lt. Hathaway [Carl W. Hathaway], 
488th squadron navigator, have now returned to the group following 30-day leaves in the States... PX 
rations were issued today, including the biggest stock of candies we've had since we came to Corsica.  
Looks as if the crowded shelves of NORBS [Northern Base Section, Corsica] PX are being cleaned 
because the island apparently is soon to be emptied.

February 4, 1945

At Ala today on the Brenner line the
station yards were hit and the railroad
bridge blanketed with a heavy
concentration of bombs.  The 487th

squadron tackled two bridges in the
Lavis rail diversion and did much to
damage both.  Lt. Ross [Charles R. Ross]
of the 486th squadron was shot down by
flak out of the lead of the three-plane
element carrying phosphorous bombs to
drop on the flak guns. [The other crew
members lost were: Otis O. Outlaw, C.R.
Fisher, T.D. Cahill, N. Vasil, J.T. Decker,
E.B. Sichling]  This scattered the other
two planes and no phosphorous was
dropped..... The men sent as advance
agents to Rimini have been recalled and it is said the move there has been postponed indefinitely... 
There were no combat operations yesterday.

Ala today, showing former location of German guns
Photo: Courtesy Odorico Tonello



February 5, 1945

[No entry for this date.]

February 6, 1945

Three missions to the Lavis area on the Brenner line were abortive due to weather.

February 7, 1945

Pfc. Stackpole's [Philip W. Stackpole] algebra class has shrunk to a fraction of its original enthusiastic 
size of some thirty men.  Now the faithful number seven or eight, while the “beginner's class” of 
Captain Newby, weather officer, has been dissolved after falling to only four students.  The men are 
apparently finding it hard to sacrifice two hours after supper to class, when it comes three times a 
week... A good index of the physical condition of the headquarters men, as far as athletics are 
concerned, is the sight they presented last night after supper streaming off the basketball court after 45 
minutes of exercise.  Lungs were laboring and feet were dragging.... The group scored 100% on three 
missions today to San Michele, Dogna, and Chiusaforte west, all rail bridges.

February 8, 1945

[No entry for this date.]

February 9, 1945

After a stand-down yesterday our crews went out today 
after the Piacenza north railroad bridge and scored direct 
hits on it... Now they're showing movies in the 
headquarters mess hall, among other places.  The first one
was exhibited last night.  This gives the 340th group about
six cinemas all told... Pvt. Benedict [Daniel Benedict] 
returned from our intended new base at Riccione, near 
Rimini, with pictures of the former town and the tale that 
the new setup will be wonderful, if we ever get to move 
over there.  It seems Riccione was a resort spot before the
war... Combat nerves, puckishness, or what: - Lt. Colonel 
Ruebel, Colonel Bennett, and Majors Wells and Dyer 
were playing marbles outside of operations today... It is 
said an important conference among Stalin, Roosevelt 
and Churchill is imminent, and that the meeting will 
possibly be held in or near this theater of operations.
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February 10, 1945

At a medal presentation formation today General Knapp presented the Bronze Star to M/Sgt. McElroy 
[Paul J. McElroy], Lt. Colonel Bennett, Major Johnson and Captain Hangar, while S/Sgt. Mann was 
given the Legion of Merit.  Public Relations photographers Kirchoff and Robinson had a bad time with 
their camera, and Kirchoff was reputed to have scandalized the General with semi-audible curses when 
every second flash bulb refused to pop.

February 11, 1945

Although Moscow has not confirmed the report, the Germans say Marshall Zhukov's forces have made 
another bridgehead over the Oder river.  In the last 24 hours his northern wing has driven far towards 
the Baltic port of Stettin.  In the meantime the Canadian 7th army has driven deep into the Reichswald 
forest on the north end of the Siegfried line.  “Inside Germany” must be a dark, foreboding place these 
days, and one wonders whether the day of mass disillusionment is not at hand, and also when and if the
“man in the street” will ever rise against the Nazis... There was a stand-down yesterday and today.

February 12, 1945

One mission was stood down today at the last minute, but the second went out on schedule and the 
crews plastered the Ala railroad bridge with direct hits.  It was announced tonight that an important 
meeting of Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill has just been completed at Yalta, a town on the Black sea in 
the Crimea.  “Far reaching decisions” were made on the post-war disposition of Germany, it was said.  
All armament matériel of Germany is to be destroyed, its heavy industry directly controlled, and 
reparations are to be made to nations despoiled by the Germans.  In addition, Germans guilty of war 
crimes are to be punished.  Poland apparently is to become an 'independent' country within the sphere 
of influence of Russia.

February 13, 1945

The group flew an unusual mission today, a bombing attack on the rock overhang above the Brenner 
railroad near San Ambrogio.  The idea of the mission was to jar loose the earth and rock and slide it 
down over the right-of-way.  The mission failed.  So did attacks at the same time directed against the 
San Ambrogio station yard and Calcinato rail bridge.  Two planes of the 486th squadron flying in these 
operations were shot down by flak.  They were flown respectively by 1st Lt. Roman H. Figler [Ship 6Y, 
“Yankee Doodle Dandy.” and 1st Lt. Marshall W. Knighton [Ship 6W, “Idiots Delight”]. [Pilots and 
crews of both aircraft all bailed out and were taken prisoner by the Germans.]



February 14, 1945

It was Valentine's Day and the crews on return from the mission to San Michele bridge (a very 
successful attack) got small pieces of a special cake baked by one of the Red Cross girls.  Besides 
commemorating Valentine's Day the cake was a token of our second anniversary overseas, the ground 
echelon of the 340th climbing aboard the West Point two years ago today.... T/Sgt. Riggs [Nolan R. 
Riggs], chief mail clerk in the APO here, his slightly malicious sense of humor stimulated by the 
inordinate gossip about rotation and the 340th 's returning to the States, fathered a hot, but groundless, 
rumor the other day and then sat back and enjoyed the furore.  Riggs said he had just obtained several 
thousand special V-mail forms that are sent to the relatives and friends of a soldier by the soldier 
himself requesting that no mail be directed him until further notice.  This type of form, of course, is 
used by everyone who gets orders to move great distances, particularly back to the States.  Riggs had 
received no such supply of forms, actually, but two thousand members of the 340th couldn't know that, 
and all two thousand of them must have heard the “hot” rumor in 24 hours time.

February 15 – 16, 1945

[No entries for these dates.]

February 17, 1945

Fifteen-hundred naval planes assaulted Tokyo yesterday in a nine-hour attack, it was announced tonight
on the radio newscasts.  The announcement added that the largest fleet ever assembled in world history 
– the column of ships was said to be 320 miles long – steamed by Japan 300 miles offshore.  The attack
is still in progress and Japanese opposition is quite ineffective it was said.  The strategic island of Iwo 
Jima, some 750 miles from Tokyo, is still undergoing the same pounding it has been getting for the past
several weeks... After two days of no operations against the enemy, our crews dumped heavy 



concentrations of bombs today on the Bressanone south rail bridge.  Attacking the two short bridges in 
the Lavis rail diversion, other 340th crews missed.  Another target, the Crema road bridge, was also 
missed.

February 18, 1945

The 340th today went out after the Ala railroad station and put down patterns in the adjacent marshaling 
yards today, while other crews from the group were pounding holes in the Ala rail bridge.

February 19, 1945

A soldier named S. Ladenheim, under the auspices of MTOUSA Special Services headquarters, gave an
interesting demonstration tonight at the enlisted men's club in hypnosis.  He has been touring the army 
bases in the Mediterranean theater giving such exhibitions and always sends his audiences away 
impressed.  Pvt. Ladenheim demonstrated that he could hypnotize both individually and en masse.  In 
the course of his operations on a subject on the stage of the club several members of the audience 
caught themselves beginning to nap and one of them actually passed into a hypnosis stage.  Called up 
to the stage by Ladenheim the second sleeper, who turned out to be Corporal Becker [Nelson F. 
Becker] of headquarters special service, proved to be an agreeable subject and one who was not averse 

Ala Station   Photo:  57th Bomb Wing Archives



to eating a piece of paper for a piece of apple pie.  Ladenheim told him that was what the paper was 
and suggested he eat it, and Corporal Becker did so... There was no mission today... Iwo Jima, possibly 
the last stepping stone to Japan, has been invaded by U.S. Marines.  The little island of some six square
miles might prove to be one of their most vicious fights in history, judging from early reports.  
Corregidor island opposite Manila is also being stormed, it has been announced.  The Japanese 
everywhere are being beaten back in a bloody retreat by our Americans.  Hip! Hip!

February 20, 1945

Marines landing on Iwo Jima early yesterday morning consolidated their beachheads in 3 hours, said 
Allied sources, which added that 30,000 troops landed under the protection of the guns of an 800 ship 
task force... There was a nickeling mission today, 12 planes dropping “Frontpost,” our German 
language propaganda newspaper, on positions at Ferrara and Bologna.  The idea of this project is to get 
the Germans to look forward to this delivery service and to the well-edited, factual account of world 
news and particularly war news and developments inside Germany that “Frontpost” presents.  Such a 
paper is a potent propaganda weapon... Other bombers of the 340th cut the approaches on the Romano 
di Lombardia rail bridge and probably cut the rail line at the Calcinato railroad bridge.

February 21, 1945

[No entry this date.]

February 22, 1945

Weather yesterday made our missions to Bressanone bridge and the Udine marshaling yard abortive.  
Today 340th crews cut the approach on the Bressanone rail bridge, but missed the Lavis station yard, a 
second target... The Public Relations office has an interesting photo of Corporal Becker of headquarters
under the hypnotic influence of Private Ladenheim, who gave a demonstration of hypnosis Monday 
night.  The picture shows Becker slumped forward in a chair on the stage and the hypnotist apparently 
talking to him.  Said Becker today of his 'pie' eating experience: “I knew the pie was paper, but it was 
easier to do what he said and chew on it than not.”  He then reported on the demonstration Ladenheim 
gave later at the 40th Station hospital and said the hypnotist amazed one dental officer there.  Becker 
said he (himself) was amazed some of the army medics were so ignorant of that branch of medicine 
(since army hospitals on the mainland of Italy) are using hypnosis therapeutically.  Reaction of the 
medical personnel at 40th Station hospital was intense interest and some amazement.

February 23, 1945

About 25 officers and men of the group whom a special 30-minute radio show has been written by our 
Public Relations personnel will fly to Rome tomorrow to record the show.  It is hoped the War 
Department bureau of public relations will reproduce the records in quantity and distribute them to 
commercial stations throughout the States.  The targets today were Legnago R.R. Bridge and the San 
Felice rail fill on the Brenner line.  Legnago had two “trick” spans which fitted into the gap on the 
damaged south end, and at night when the trick spans were in place, Jerry traffic would roll across.  But
the 340th hit the damaged bridge so hard today, the spans probably won't fit the structure tonight when 



they are brought out of their hiding places.  On the San Felice target also several hits were scored.

February 24, 1945

Big sensation created in epicurean circles of headquarters
tonight with the return from Tripoli of Sgt. “Heavy”
Furstein, cook, and M/Sgt. Walt Meisner, S-2 section chief. 
Heavy brought back several boxes of Kellogg's corn flakes
from the ATC base PX outside Tripoli.  From the same PX
Meisner brought back more than 15 cases of American beer.
They report that PX commodities, which are carefully
rationed in the forward areas and at operational airfields, are
not rationed at these remote ATC bases.  We are to enjoy the
corn flakes at breakfast tomorrow – first such treat in 2
years for us – and the beer in headquarters club tomorrow
night.  Bressanone railroad bridge was weathered-in today,
so the group went to Pizzighettone rail bridge but failed to
hit it.  San Michele rail diversion trackage, a second target,
was cratered.



February 25, 1945

The 489th squadron was harder hit today than ever before in its combat history, losing three aircraft on a
single target, the Vipiteno R.R. Bridge eight miles south of Brenner Pass.  Two planes were believed 
lost over the target area, while a third, piloted by 1st Lt. Gayle C. Gearhart, was seen headed for 
Switzerland on single engine escorted by two allied fighters.  [Ship 9G, “Bubbies” crash landed in 
Glurns, Italy. The entire crew was safe but taken prisoner.]  Pilots of the other two planes, one of which
was observed to crash, were 1st Lt. Scott Herrin [The rest of the crew of ship 9X, “Queen Mary” were: 
S/Sgt. Lawrence E. Griffin (POW); Lt. John H. Butler; Lt. James A. Hurd; S/Sgt. Thomas Manwell; 
Cpl. Ralph W. Jeffreys (all KIA)  and 1st Lt. James F. Matchette [Matchette, Sgt. John Frisch and Sgt. 
L.F. Beckwith taken prisoner.  Lt. Albert L. Spann; Lt. James P. Westra and S/Sgt. Joseph D. Crescenzi 
all KIA].  The target bridge was very heavily hit, and a second objective, an assault boat assembly plant
at Sesto Calende, was also hit hard.

Pilot of 9X, "Queen 
Mary"  KIA

Gayle Gearhart, Pilot of 9G "Bubbies" POW



James F. Matchette, pilot of 9L, 
“Prop Wash”

Machette's POW Photo  Nose Art for ship 9L

Above three Photos:  Collected from www.fold3.com

February 26, 1945

The beer brought back from Tripoli supplied the ammunition for a general binge in the headquarters 
EM club last night.  Sgt. Deese [Horace S. Deese] and Private Jamerson provided several laughs.  Both 
drunk, the men were approached separately by practical jokers and encouraged to be Good Samaritans 
by taking each other home.  So they went looking for each other and upon encountering became 
shrewdly solicitous as they tried to put the suggestion in effect.  It was funny until somebody pulled a 
knife, whereupon more sober hands took over and the two were finally escorted back to their tents 
without further mishap.  There were many hangovers this morning.  Missions abortive today due to 
weather.  The targets were Spillembergo ammo dump and the Udine supply dump.

February 27, 1945

[No entry for this date.]

February 28, 1945

Majors Wells and Dyer, assistant operations officers for group, flew their 100th combat mission today, 
with S/Sgt. Robert L. Helferich, 486th turret gunner, who also reached the 100-mark with the mission.  
They led the attack in “7F”, a 487th squadron B-25, which, like the personnel, was flying its 100th 
mission in combat.  Although the attack – on the Salorno rail fill – was pretty much a bust because of a 
radio release malfunction, much fuss was made over the affair by public relations.  The 9th Combat 
Camera unit took motion pictures of the crew as they stepped out of “7F” and a Stars and Stripes 
correspondent was on the spot to get a story for that familiar house organ of the military... A second 
mission, to the San Michele rail bridge, was very successful.  Yesterday planes from the group went 
back to Spillembergo ammo dump and caused extensive damage there, photos revealing that 21 of 30 
revetted huts in the target area were hit by our explosives.  At Pagnacco another dump felt the weight of
two patterns, and bridges at Motta di Livenza, alternate targets, were cut on the track approaches.... 
Majors Wells and Dyer, with their 100 missions have flown a greater number of bomber missions in 
their single tour of duty than any other bomber pilot in the Mediterranean theater, medium or heavy 
bombers considered.  It is believed that if they top 101, they will have flown more in one tour of duty 
than any such pilot has flown in two in this theater.
 



Two unidentified ground crew finish painting the 100th bomb icon on ship 7F indicating 100 missions.
Standing center is Colonel Chapman, Group Commander then:

(L - R) Standing, George Wells (completing his 100th mission), John Lyle, Robert Helferich 
(completing his 100th mission).  Kneeling: Richard Nash, Fred Dyer (completing his 100th mission).
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